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Tornado Boat Lift

FOLLOW US

Tornado Lift: Shore, It’s No Problem
®

One of the most versatile in the Golden lineup is the Tornado® lift. The Tornado® lift is an adjustable, free-standing
hydraulic, and solar-powered lift that is ideal for seasonal removal applications. It is designed for both fresh
or saltwater applications or where shore power is unavailable and a permanent lift cannot be installed. The
Tornado® lift is manufactured like all our series of lifts in 6061-T6 marine grade aluminum and 300 series stainless
hardware. This lift uses only eco-friendly, biodegradable hydraulic fluid that is completely 100% water-soluble and
meets the strict guidelines of the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service as non-toxic and environmentally safe. The Tornado®
lift also features a patented air-bellow with air-lines on the hydraulic cylinders that prevent any harmful particles
and marine growth from damaging the hydraulic shaft and seals.
The lift’s bunking system is entirely customizable for v-bottom,
pontoon, tri-toon, and sailboats. Many of our standard
Tornado® Capacity
add-on accessories are available for the Tornado® lift,
as well as walkways and guide poles.
2,000 - 4,500lbs
6,000 - 8,000lbs
10,000 - 12,000lbs
15,000 - 18,000lbs
24,000 - 32,000lbs

FEATURES

1) 6061-T6 marine grade aluminum, 300 Series stainless steel
hardware & stainless steel hardened axel pins with
nylatron sleeves

Air Bellow Patent: # 10,520,083
Multi-Bunk Patent: # 10,518,852

2) Adjustable travel range from 6’ to 4’
3) Standard aluminum rubber capped bunks & multiple
multi-bunking options
4) Optional stainless steel cylinders (standard in saltwater application)
5) Patented air bellows & air-lines on all the hydraulic cylinders
6) Fully welded aluminum construction on all non-adjustable parts
& oversized material to prevent flex & wear
7) Optional accessories for helping boat entry onto lift & walkways for
ease of maintenance
8) Wireless remote system
9) Solar powered (batteries not included)
10) Optional trickle charge with 110 plug outlet built into dock box
11) Eco-friendly biodegradable hydraulic fluid

Golden is ISO Certified and follows
the guidelines of the ISO 9001 standard.

Scan the QR code
for warranty information

